SEAMLESS EVOLUTION

A RELIABLE, STRESS-FREE SOLUTION
ABOUT THE CUSTOMER

INDUSTRY:
HEALTHCARE

APPLICATION:
AGFA IMPAX + VARIOUS OTHERS

Located in Louisiana, Ochsner Health System is a leader in medical research with more than 300

PRODUCTS:

ongoing clinical trials and 200 annual publications in nation-wide medical journals. Ochsner is one

EMC ISILON
STORFIRST GATEWAY +
MIGRATION

of the largest non-university based physician training centers in the country with over 500 medical
residents and over 1,000 health and medical students each year. The Ochsner mission statement
is to Serve, Heal, Lead, Educate and Innovate.

TECHNOLOGY DEMANDS
As a medical technology pioneer, Ochsner electronically links its hospitals and health centers
making digital files accessible from any Ochsner location.

This centralized information

management allows Ochsner to deliver the most consistent, reliable, and up-to-date patient care.

MIGRATED + MANAGED
DATA:
OVER 175 TERABYTES

To strengthen this approach, Ochsner developed a plan to upgrade their existing EMC Centera used
to house their PACS, Cardio, and enterprise archives to next-generation EMC Isilon scale-out NAS
storage. For their previous technology refresh, Ochsner relied on Storfirst to migrate their CUA
managed Centera over to a Storfirst managed next-gen Centera. So for this most recent evolution,
the choice was clear … Ochsner used Storfirst Gateway, Seven10’s migration + management
technology as it seamlessly moves critical data from Centera while also providing transparent
management of next generation storage without disturbing the hospital’s workflow.
Seven10’s first of its kind migration + management software:
o
o
o
o
o

Offers an inexpensive and easy-to-use solution that is customer installable, minimizing
the need for additional resources.
Provides multiple layers of migration verification, guaranteeing against data loss.
Meets compliance regulations by enforcing policies such as: encryption, file-locking,
lifespan, auditing, and tiering.
Allows customers to immediately leverage new storage investments while transitioning
the data from legacy storage transparently behind the scenes.
Provides standard SMB/CIFS/NFS access with intelligent policy-based management for
go forward archiving.

THE SEVEN10 FUTURE-PROOF SOLUTION

CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
“There was no doubt we would
again depend on the respected,
reliable collaboration of EMC and
Seven10 to meet our critical patient
data needs. Seven10’s Softwaredriven Storfirst migration +
management solution made
adoption of EMC Isilon effortless.
Our powerful, flexible and efficient
storage infrastructure fits our
current requirements and prepares
us for the future.”
Brian Deshotel
Radiology Informatics Director
Ochsner Health System

Seven10’s Storfirst technology is the first fully automated migration + management engine that
makes moving from old to new storage technology graceful and inexpensive. Seven10 delivers a
promise of “future proofing” the storage environment for years to come as Storfirst is designed to
support all EMC platforms as well as cloud and beyond. Thanks to the trusted, longstanding Select
Technology Connect Partnership of EMC and Seven10, industries from healthcare to financial
services and from manufacturing to government now have the answer to the data migration and
management challenge.
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